2011 camaro radio upgrade

Im looking at upgrading my stereo for my camaro. I am wanting a touch screen haven't picked
exactly which one yet. I have found a scosche dash kit to replace the door locks and AC unit as
well. I was wanting to know if best buy can install that as well as the stereo I will be buying?
Also is there an extra charge for that? Any help or advice is appreciated. Nice wheels! I'd head
to your nearest Best Buy and check out the decks to see one that might work for you, with
touch screen. If you do make purchases elsewhere, yes, we can install it for you. But again, I'd
talk to the install bay techs about what's all involved with your particular car. Hope this helps. I
agree with Marti, give your local best buy a call and ask to speak to an autotech about the
pricing. Now talking about touch screen head units what features do you want your unit to
have? Also are you or do you plan on getting amps and subs installed? If you have any
questions feel free to give your local best buy a call and ask to speak to an Autotech. Turn on
suggestions. Auto-suggest helps you quickly narrow down your search results by suggesting
possible matches as you type. Showing results for. Do you mean. Search Results:. Camaro
Stereo Upgrade. Message 1 of 3 11, Views. Reply 0 Kudos. Posts: Re: Camaro Stereo Upgrade.
Message 2 of 3 11, Views. Message 3 of 3 11, Views. Private Message. This kit allows you to
install the MyLink system into your Camaro and non mylink equipped models. For those with
models, with the factory installed camera, we have a splitter available that allows for the camera
to be displayed on both your mirror and the Mylink screen.. For those that would like to add a
camera, we also have that option available Each unit must be programmed to your vehicle's
options, we carry the most common ones in stock. We will contact you within 48 hours of your
order if we do not have yours in stock. GM has 3 version's of the Mylink , and Each version is
unique in it's own way. The navigation maps in this radio cannot be updated, it will contain the
version that GM installed into it in They also added the guidlines into the camera circuit where
as the 13 radio did not have guidelines. The maps in these radio's are all current from the date
that the radio was built. In the and radio's you can opt to have the most current map update
installed into them at time of purchase if you choose. You are not able to update via flash drive
from GM as your VIN does not contain the option codes for Navigation in it. This navigation kit
is designed to only function in North America, for those out of this area the navigation features
will not work. Please email us or call us with any question's. Need Assistance? Please email
sales gen5diy. If there is an item you need immediately please contact us for shipping options.
Gen5DIY will not provide refunds for items that are "delayed" in transit. My Account. Welcome
to Gen5DIY! Login Create Account. Shopping Cart. Product Description This kit allows you to
install the MyLink system into your Camaro and non mylink equipped models. The navigation
maps in this radio cannot be updated, it will contain the version that GM installed into it in This
year they added the texting feature into the radio, so you can receive text messages over the
Mylink screen. Sku: kit. Keep in Touch Sign up for our newsletter and be the first to know about
coupons and special promotions. Im looking at upgrading my stereo for my camaro. I am
wanting a touch screen haven't picked exactly which one yet. I have found a scosche dash kit to
replace the door locks and AC unit as well. I was wanting to know if best buy can install that as
well as the stereo I will be buying? Also is there an extra charge for that? Any help or advice is
appreciated. Nice wheels! I'd head to your nearest Best Buy and check out the decks to see one
that might work for you, with touch screen. If you do make purchases elsewhere, yes, we can
install it for you. But again, I'd talk to the install bay techs about what's all involved with your
particular car. Hope this helps. I agree with Marti, give your local best buy a call and ask to
speak to an autotech about the pricing. Now talking about touch screen head units what
features do you want your unit to have? Also are you or do you plan on getting amps and subs
installed? If you have any questions feel free to give your local best buy a call and ask to speak
to an Autotech. Turn on suggestions. Auto-suggest helps you quickly narrow down your search
results by suggesting possible matches as you type. Showing results for. Do you mean. Search
Results:. Camaro Stereo Upgrade. Message 1 of 3 11, Views. Reply 0 Kudos. Posts: Re: Camaro
Stereo Upgrade. Message 2 of 3 11, Views. Message 3 of 3 11, Views. Private Message.
Pre-programmed to your specific vehicle. Please notate your vehicle's digit VIN after adding to
your cart. Eligible for our Compatibility Guarantee. What's This? It is recommended prior to
installing any automotive electronics that the negative battery terminal be disconnected.
Professional installation is recommended. All orders are processed within business days.
Orders are not shipped on weekends or holidays. If we are experiencing a high volume of
orders, shipments may be delayed by a few days. Please allow additional days in transit for
delivery. If there will be a significant delay in shipment of your order, we will contact you via
email or telephone. Shipping charges and delivery estimates for your order will be calculated
and displayed at checkout. You will receive a Shipment Confirmation email once your order has
shipped containing your tracking number s. The tracking number will be active within 24 hours.
All fees imposed during or after shipping are the responsibility of the customer tariffs, taxes,

etc. If you received your order damaged, please contact the shipment carrier to file a claim. Add
to Cart. Add to wishlist Add to compare. Extended warranties are also available! Product
Reviews. Thank you for visiting and shopping at Infotainment. Shipment processing time: All
orders are processed within business days. Customs, Duties and Taxes: Infotainment.
Damages: Infotainment. Please save all packaging materials and damaged goods before filing a
claim. Also Purchased. Quick View. Add to Cart Add to wishlist. This system contains integrated
mapping which provides full coverage Just added to your wishlist:. My Wishlist Continue.
You've just added this product to the cart:. Go to cart page Continue. Product Price Quantity
Options. Features Availability: Price Options Actions. Helena St. Lucia St. Martin St. Shipping
Methods. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Product Description Simple yet effective, RPK5-GM is designed to enhance
functionality through aftermarket radio upgrades, without sacrificing the factory-look.
Everything included, installers enjoy an unmatched ease of installation. Supporting both single
DIN and double DIN installations, the original rotary climate control knobs are kept in place,
helping retain the original factory look and feel. Along with climate controls, the electronic
interface module also keeps other important functions from the original factory equipment such
as steering wheel controls, OnStar functionality, and amplified sound systems. Does not retain
factory satellite radio. PAC-UP required to configure vehicle settings. Skip to main content. You
can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn
more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select
the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 1 hr and 56 mins
Details. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 3 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Add a
gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: PAC. Color: Gray. Frequently bought together. Add all three
to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show
details. Sold by BargainFlip and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Sold by
MicroBypass and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Ships from and sold by Amazon. More to
consider from our brands. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Color: Gray Technical Details. Item Weight 3. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? User Manual [PDF ]. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Color: Gray Verified Purchase. This is by far the best Camaro double din nav kit on the market.
The fit and finish of the fascia is incredible. I installed a Jensen VX with an inexpensive rear
view camera and a 10 inch subwoofer with amp Steering wheel controls were maintained. The
only difference are the chimes, but only slightly noticeable. The only negative thus far is you
have to press hard for the hazard lights button to come on. The temperature reading is the same
color as all the other readings on my camaro, which gives it a factory look. I am totally satisfied
with this upgrade. Images in this review. I have to say, this dash kit is pretty fantastic! The
factory look is preserved and I absolutely love my new setup. The kit comes with everything you
need to replace the dash, all you need is a touch screen stereo unit and you're good to go! I
installed a 6. The kit is an almost perfect fit, but anticipate taking time to adjust a few times.
You'll also have an easier time with wire placement if you extend the harness wires out a bit. All
in all, I really like how it looks. I put this and two 10" subwoofers in and even with the base
speakers, the car bumps now. I highly recommend this dash kit to anyone who wants to
upgrade to an aftermarket stereo and maintain the overall look of the dash. This kit was missing
a part.. Now the entire unit has failed. It's just dead. After doing research.. Need a windows
based computer or another 45 dollar unit. For that much money, I expected it to work straight
out the box. I'm just not satisfied. Are all these unit outdated? My car did not have a backup
camera before but I also got that added. The only issue, which I don't care at all about, is that
the steering wheel controls don't work any more. I didn't find those particularly convenient so I
don't care. I'm very impressed with this radio replacement kit and very glad somebody made it
so I can replace the stock radio after it started having problems. I don't use OnStar so it
probably doesn't work either, but I also don't care about that. Update - The steering wheel
controls do actually work with incoming calls. I tried to test this earlier, but the short version is
that there was a problem with my test that had nothing to do with this replacement kit. I bought

one of these directly from them. I usually use Amazon but didn't know they had them for sale. I
included a photo to prove I bought one. I was under the presumption they would've had this
sorted because it's a basic, they do not. I'll either have to get a new stereo or Dremel this one
I'm not even measuring anything call them directly. Everything works on mine except I can't get
the darn thing closed into the dash. A lot more work and frustration than I bargained for. Ok, I
was a bit harsh on my first review which was 2 stars Everything works as it should and it looks
slick. I had to just about take a chainsaw to the western and eastern sides of the double din to
get it to fit my 7 inch screen. I had to do about 6 removal and unremovals to shave it til it was
right. This is no careless feat cause circuit board is a mm away from the southern edge, great
care must be taken to shave exactly. It's a lot of work, but if you have the willingness, get it. Or
just get a radio that fits, that what pissed me off initially, I cannot recall that being mentioned at
all. Great unit looks sharp and the fact that it almost looks OEM is the best part finally can have
back up camera navigation and all the great stuff that you could only get with the other face
plates that in my opinion messes up the whole look of the interior got the best price here on
Amazon great mod for my Camaro would definitely recommend! By Eric Gonzalez on November
26, The unit itself is great. Good quality and perfect factory match. I have never installed
anything in a car before but after a couple trial and errors I made this work. Now I am going to
have to take a rotary tool to it just to snap it into place. The only minor drawback of this unit.
I've had this kit for over a year now and I'm satisfied. The negatives is that the connectors are
not as high quality as I would like - I accidentally pulled one off of the circuit board - but overall
the quality is acceptable. The chime is a little chinzy, but you kind of get used to it. The
instructions are very good but before you dive in on installing it yourself, I suggest you go to
the various Camaro and audio forums and read up a much as you can to make the install a lot
easier. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Easy to install in under 2 hours or
have a professional do it in one! Reviewed in Canada on February 5, Kit is amazing if taken to a
professional to handle everything. Bought a 7inch display to go along with this kit and some
subs, when I went to install the display was too big. Now I have a pioneer avhex which is 6.
Really recommend this product but the instruct
gmc terrain parts
2005 f150 54 transmission
craftsman 54 inch mower deck parts diagram
ions are too difficult for the average human. Report abuse. What other items do customers buy
after viewing this item? Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

